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We often get advice to ‘ nd and pursue’ our
passions, because deep down as human beings
we are wired to seek engagement and meaning
in our vocations. However, the process of
following a passion often seems much harder
than it sounds. What is passion truly - a uffy
concept or tangible reality?

What do youths say?
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Shaf Mustafa, 19,
Republic Polytechnic

“One of my biggest concerns
would be realising what I am
passionate about may not be
as pro table as other career
paths. However, being so
young and having the
opportunity to explore
different job roles can allow
me to nd the balance
between the two. Thus, I
choose to take the chances
and risks at this age.”

Daniel Lim, 20,
Republic Polytechnic

“I desire to give back to
society through my future
career in the Social Service
Sector. Understanding that
consistent giving often takes
a toll on our psychological,
emotional and mental health,
my utmost concern would be
sustaining that people-centric
passion, drive and motivation,
as I serve others.”

What do youths say?
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Mohamad Danis, 19,
ITE College East

“Since young I have had the
passion for the Tourism
industry of Singapore.
Considered as the little red
dot, we still managed to strive
to be a rst world country and
the tourism industry plays a
huge role in the growth of
Singapore. I am worried that I
would not be able to
contribute to Singapore’s
tourism industry in the near
future as the pandemic has
greatly impacted the world. I
am afraid that I would not
have a career that is closely
related to my passion.”

Read:

fi

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/ignitingindividual-purpose-in-times-of-crisis

What can shine bright externally is
what’s within.
We believe in the innate potential
you have, and challenge you to take
on positive mindsets and
ownership in what you do

.


 


Whichever challenges come your
way, take the opportunity to
develop your competencies, to be a
stronger leader of your own life!

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

TIP 1
Passion: Building Depth & Dimension
We sometimes talk about our passions too simplistically.
We speak of these preferences and traits we have identi ed
without suf cient depth and dimension i.e. “i am passionate
about helping people”, and use them to explore our
vocations - sometime to no avail
We need to dig deeper into these traits in order to go
deeper in our self discovery. A passion for “helping people”
can be applied in the context of a law enforcer, youth
worker, teacher or even a full time volunteer. How can you
de ne your passions more distinctly, to help you embark on
a more meaningful job search?

Read:
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https://www.inc.com/nicolas-cole/why-its-better-to-beobsessed-with-multiple-passions-instead-of-just-one.html

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

TIP 1
Passion: Building Depth & Dimension
Skillset in practise: (Understanding) Passion, Critical thinking

Do this:
Make a list of your passion/ passion areas:
My Passion/ Passion Areas
You can come up with as many statements as possible.
Think of your list using the following prompts
I like to ______________
I enjoy doing that work that involves _______________
I am energised/ excited when i get to ______________.

For each of the identi ed passion/ passion
areas, esh out a few more dimensions

Exploring multiple dimensions
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Pick one of your passion statements
e.g. I like doing work that involves working with people
Underline key words within each statement that you can
build upo
I like doing work that involves working with people
Ideate as many variations of the underlined words, while
still having it describe your passion area
work => ideating work, design work, counselling, et
people => young people, people who are struggling with
career direction, animal lovers etc

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

TIP 2
Passion: A Self-Discovery Process
While passion talk is popular talk, fret not if you don’t yet
have a response to the question of “what are you
passionate about?”.
Passion doesn’t always come from an inner desire or innate
calling for a speci c type of work. Passion can be
developed and honed through work that you’re skilled at or
pro cient in. If you have not yet “found” your passion areas,
take the opportunity to break out of your comfort zone and
explore new and different options!

Read:
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https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/finding-a-job/how-to-find-your-passion

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

TIP 2
Passion: A Self-Discovery Process
Skillset in practise: Reflective thinking

Do this:
Identify a skills-building platform that offers
online skills building courses (i.e. Coursera,
Skillsfuture, Polytechnic course listing etc).
Browse the course directories and identify
new skills titles that you can classify:
You’ve heard of and
Interested in
e.g.
— Data Analytics for
Business Decision
makin
— Sketching basics 101

You do not know much
about but interested in
e.g
— Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs
— Politics and Economics
of International Energy

You can extend this list to of ine courses/
skills that are not listed e.g. learning to run a
F&B operations
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Look at your list and pick 1 area every 3
months to more research and exploration on
the subject matter!

TIP 3
Passion: Managing Trade-Offs
Did you know that the origin of the word ‘Passion’ comes from
Latin origins and means ‘to suffer/ to hurt’
While we always speak about our passions in positive light
(see all the inspirational quotes on pursuing one’s passions),
nding and living a passion doesn’t mean you will experience
only positivity without encountering any trade-offs
To pursue a passion also means that you can endure the
discomfort/ challenges around going after something you love/
enjoy. Finding a thoughtful balance point will help you manage
these trade-offs with better groundedness and stability.

Read:
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https://www.mr-stingy.com/truth-working-passion/
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Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

TIP 3
Passion: Managing Trade-Offs
Skillset in practise: Analytical Thinking

Do this:
Do up a See-Saw chart on some of the positive
perks around pursuing a passion-based
vocation, chart some of the trade-offs that you
may have to endure in pursuing this passion:
‣ Energy in my work and time
passes by very quickl
‣ I get to meet many new
people who have similar
interests as i do

Positive (Perks)

‣ The remuneration is not as
good as if i picked an other
career pat
‣ Work hours are sometimes
a little more erratic/ elastic

Negative (Trade-offs)

Pick and rank top 4 Vocational priorities
i.e. what you value the most in a vocation at this phase in life

___ Pay/ Renumeratio

___ Work-Life Balance/ Pac

___ Learning & Growt

___ Travel Opportunitie

___ Workplace Cultur

___ Progression/ Promotion
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Cross examine your See-Saw chart with your top
vocational priorities. Do the perks outweigh the
trade-offs of a particular career?

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

TIP 4
Passion: Journey Not Destination
“Finding” and “following” a passion almost pre-supposes that it
may be a xed goal that you work towards after you uncover it
It is important to recognise that as we continue to grow and move
through different life stages, our preferences, values and
passions may also change or evolve.
The passion pursuit is a journey of growth, rather than a
destination we seek to reach. You can change and evolve over
time, passion can too.

Read:
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https://www.careershifters.org/expert-advice/struggling-tofind-your-passion-heres-why-its-dangerous-advice

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

TIP 4
Passion: Journey Not Destination
Skillset in practise: Reflective thinking

Do this:
Establish a “Dear Me” routine for yourself, to
review your latest Passion Pit Stop every 2 to 3
years. You should do this routinely, almost like a
resolution exercise, so that you can keep in touch
with how you’re growing in your passion journey.
Time
‣ Set up a calendar invitation for December
every 2 to 3 years.
‣ You can also choose to keep a 4 year
milestone (e.g. do your Passion Pit Stop
review every leap year or every olympic year)
Re ect
‣ Re ect over the major “passion pursuits/
projects” you may have embarked on since
your last re ection milestone
How have your passion areas (i) been
deepened, (ii) evolved, or (iii) changed totally
‣ You can write this in the form of a diary entry to
yourself, or list it out in point for
Chart
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‣ Looking at your re ection - what will be some
of your passion pursuits/ projects goals for the
next few years ahead? Write out some of these
ideas for you to chart your growth journey!

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

*BONUS RESOURCE!*

Why are we driven by passion?
We innately crave a higher purpose in the work that we
do, and this is psychologically wired in our being.
Referencing the Maslow hierarchy of Needs, when our
Survival and Security needs (our ‘lower level needs’)
are met, we will naturally seek “higher” tiers of
engagement that serve to ful l Belonging, Importance
and Self-Actualisation needs (our ‘higher level needs’)
This is also sometimes why people identify with “seeking
your passion” as a privilege and an ‘idealistic’ pursuit for
some individuals.
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https://www.proactiveinsights.com/blog/hierarchy-ofneeds-applied-to-employee-engagement/

Unpacking the Issue
The Passion Paradox

*BONUS RESOURCE!*

Is passion and purpose the same?
We often use the terms ‘passion’ and ‘purpose’ hand-inhand in our pursuits of nding meaningful careers
Referencing the Ikigai model - one that seeks to make
sense of our reason of being. The model explores the
intersection of What you love (your passion); What the
world needs (your mission); What you are good at
(your vocation); What you can get paid for (your
profession)
Ikigai presents a way to intersect passion with a higher
order of purpose:

.
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https://medium.com/thrive-global/ikigai-the-japanese-secret-to-a-longand-happy-life-might-just-help-you-live-a-more-fulfilling-9871d01992b7

SEARCHING FOR YOUR
PASSION IS NOT
‘PROACTIVE’; IT’S
ACTUALLY QUITE PASSIVE,
BECAUSE EMBEDDED IN
THE PURSUIT IS THE
ERRONEOUS BELIEF THAT
WHEN SEEN IT WILL BE
IMMEDIATELY
RECOGNIZED.
THE REALITY IS THAT A
LIFE-LONG PASSION IS
MOST OFTEN REVEALED
THROUGH WORKING
PASSIONATELY ON
SOMETHING YOU HAVE
IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO.
– KENT HEALY
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http://www.theuncommonlife.com/blog/2012/05/23/raw-truth-about- nding-passion/

Keen to invest in your
learning and growth?
Enrol in Facilitators' Training to build your
facilitation and communication skill
Access our content pieces and educational
resources to enrich your world vie
Sign up for our complimentary Career
Roundtables and Mentorship Programmes
to invest in your personal growth

All these and more, shared on our
website and Social Media channels!
Don’t miss the free opportunities to
opt in for your own growth!

336 Smith Street, #07-30
New Bridge Centr
Singapore 050336
halogen.sg
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Follow us @halogensg

